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The Department of Education has been directed to conduct a review of research

and literature to determine the optimal starting age or ages for school attend-

ance. This review was occassioned by two events; the proliferation of early

childhood education programs in the State and the growing body of research

which sugguats possible adverse effects of early schooling on young children.

A Departmental Task Force was assembled to review the research and to make

recommendations concerning optimal school age. The literature utilized in the

review included educational research dating from the early 1930's, medical

studies, and the work of developmental psychologists.

Research evidence led the Task Force to three major conclusions:

1.. Early schooling, in the form of structured, cognitive training, (read-

ing in particular) is not warranted for the pre-school child. This

conclusion would appear to hold true for all children, regardless of

social background, physical handicap, or mental ability. Further,

research evidence suggests that most children are not developmentally

ready for formal instruction until the age of eight, when the visual,

auditory, and neuropsychological structures of the child are fully

developed.

2. Most children , age six, are emotionally and physically developed

to the point that they can benefit from some form of institutional-

ized enrichment program. However, school programs designed for child-

ren ages six through eight should focus on development of academic

readiness skills rather than on formal instruction in reading, writing,

and mathematics.



3. All children, ages birth through six, benefit from exposure to a

variety of environments designed to enrich the child's experiential

base. However, because of the strong dependency of such children on

the mother and family unit, such enrichment experiences are best

provided through the home. For children with significant physical

or mental handicaps, special diagnostic and therapeutic services

should be provided; again, however, these services should be

delivered through the agency of home.

Following these conclusions, the Task Force offers three general recommendations:

1. Formal academic instruction in Alaska's primary school should be delayed

until the child reaches the age of eight or later, when the child is

found to have the visual, auditory, and neuropsychological maturity

necessary to acquire reading skills and to perform abstract reasoning.

2. The first two years of primary school should be directed at providing

a firm academic readiness background for children aged six through

eight. To accomplish this recommendation, present early primary

programs, in most cases, will need to be restructured. The State

should assist such restructuring by regulation; by providing incentive

grants; through providing information and assistance to educators and

parents or through some other strategy which will cause early elementary

programs to be more closely aligned with the developmental naeds of the

enrolled child.

3. Early enrichment efforts should, in most cases, be left to the home and

family. The State can assist in such efforts by providing or opening up

community; recreational, cultural and historical resources to the child



and his family. In cases where the family is In. le to provide for the

health, safety, and emotional well being of the b ichld the State

should intervene through established health and:_)cial services agencies,

rather than through the schools.
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One issue assigned to the Departmea of Education for analysis deals with the

optimal starting age for school attendance. The task given the Department was

to "make a thorough study of'available information regarding the effects of var-

ious starting ages for school attendance on various typ.s of children. Suggest

optimal starting age (or starting a;:,es) and submit any legislation

be necessary to implement...conclusions. al

which might

A task force of Department members assembled available research information,

educational theoretical discussion and program evaluation materials focusing

on the school starting ace and its effects. In all, 53 documents, papers,

and articles which had relevance to the question were retrieved from various

information sources and analyzed by the task force. In addition, the task

force brought to bear the combined expertise and experience of Early Child-

hood Education and Special Education specialists in the Department.

Definitions:

An initial review of the literature revealed a certain confusion in terms used

by researchers and theorists in the field of Early Childhood Development. Also,

some terms have gradually changed meaning over the years. Indeed, over the past

10 years, the term "school", has taken on a broader meaning, in terms of both

focus and target group. Therefore, before moving into a discussion of re-

search findings, it will be necessary to define terms as they will be used

throughout the remainder of this paper.



Early Entrance:

Until the advent of large-scale programs directed at pre-primary school children,

the term "early entrance" was used with reference to the legal starting age for

first gracle. In most states, legal school starting age was six, with some late

fall month (i.e., October or November) selected as the cut-off date. Thus,

older research studies dealing with the effects of early entrance focused on

children who:

1. reached the legal starting age at or near the cut-off date; or

2. who, through some local district policy, were admitted well before

(i.e., six months or more) their sixth birthday;

The gradual introduction of kindergarten programs as an established part of the

regular school program in many school districts broadened the meaning of

"early entrance" to include children who entered the school system, through

kindergarten, at age five.

Within the past eight to ten years, the meaning has been further enlarged to

include children participating in organized pre-kindergarten programs (i.e.,

Head Start). For all practical purposes, the term "early entrance" in recent

literature has come to mean entrance into a structured program at age three

or four. However, for the purposes of our discussion, "Early entrance" will be

limited to its earlier meoning, that is, entrance into the fcrmal, academic pro-

gram of the school system at first grade.

Programs which focus on children below the first grade level may be outside of

the purview of this paper. However, it will be necessary at times to refer to

the literature regarding s.tch programs; therefore, a consideration of defini-

tions to be used is essential to the correct interpretation of our conclusions

and recommendations.
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Earl- .:cod Er:ncation:

In rec,:lt years, the term "early childhood education" has been broadly used to

define a variety of programs nnd theories directed at the pre-primary child. In

popular usage, the term refers to any attempt to intervene with the cognitive,

physical, or emotional development of the young child, ages birth through seven

or eight. Obviou:;ly, such a. broad usage will not suffice for the question under

discussion, since the differences between various child development theories, the

approaches used car intervention and the focus of various early childhood programs

far outweigh the similarities. For clarity of presentation, therefore, the Task

Force has broken down this larger term into three components: "Early Enrichment",

"Early Childhood Education", and "Early Schooling .

2

Early Enrichment is a term used primarily by developmental theorists, particularly

those that attribute developmental growth more to environment than to heredity.

As used by such writers, the term refers to any attempt, by any individual, in-

stitution, or agency, to affect the development of the young child by providing

an environment or environments which fulfill the developmental needs of self-

expression, language development, exploration, independence, etc. As used in

this paper, the term "Early Enrichment" will refer to any attempt to provide

stimulatin,1L creati-:e environments for oun:'; children with particular emphasis

on the central role of the family unit.

Although most early enrichment centers on the home and child-rearing practices

of the family, some familiar examples of early enrichment provided by the larger

community exist. Zoos, story hours for young children at public libraries, tele-

vision programs such as Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood, parks, playgrounds, and public

health clinics for young children all can he considered as "early enrichment."

Early Childhood Education, on the other hand, will, for the purposes of this paper,
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be used only to describe a sr-,tematic attorpt, generally on the part of an outside

avency eithr ;nart from or in conic.'' with the home, to affect the co

nitive pwchometer .Inj/or emotirnil develr, of the young child in an orr.oniz-

ed manner. The major di:ferences between "1 y Enrichment" and "Early Childhood

Education", as used in this paper, are:

1. The emphasis in earl. childhood education programs on a systematic, or-

ganized approach; and

2. The assumption of child development responsibilities by agencies outside

of the home /family unit.

As will be seen from a discussion of the literature later in the paper, early child-

hood education programs in general focus more on the cognitive development of the

child than on any other developmental aspect. Perhaps the most familiar example of

Early Childhood Education is Head Start. In addition, such television programs as

Sesame StreLc, with its emphasis on number concepts and beginning reading, may be

characterized as "Early Childhood Education" approaches to child development.

A final variety of early childhood experience may be termed Early Schooling.

Early Schooling is more precisely defined than either of the above two terms. For

this term, the Task Force follows the definition given by Moore and Moore in their

paper, "Early Schooling for All?":

"Early Schooling...assumes that the teacher and school (as a public

or private institution apart from the home) will guide the child's

education. it 3

They further state that the term, as used by educators, does "imply some type of

scheduled cognitive instruLxion."4 Thus, the definition of Early Schooling

as used in this paper. refers to a Itructured pros:ram of cognitive instruction
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provided by tiv_ school switem for children between the ages of three and lc ,al

school entrance -(first grade.) use of the recency of emphasis on early

forinal acauemic training, few L. 117 examples of early schooling exist. now-

ever, kindergarten programs which focus on cognitive development (as.opposed to

socialization) may be considered "early schooling." Less familiar, but more

concrete examples are the Ypsilanti, Michigan, Perry Preschool Project and the

Bereiter/Englemann approach to early learning.

Historic Overview:

As mentioned in the above sections on definitions, questions regarding the effects

of early education have differed in focus over the last forty years. Early

research studied the effects of early entrance into the formal school program

at first grade. While a detailed discussion of the findings of such research

studies is reserved for a later section of this paper, one should note here that

such studies generally concluded that early starters did not fare as well- -

academically, socially, or emotionally--as their late-starting counterparts.

In addition, some research evidence exists from this early period that early

starting had adverse physical consequences, especially in the area of vision

and possibly in the area of hearing.

The evidence of early research studies was overshadowed, however, in the early

sixties. Two major educational developments led to a renewed interest in child

development, especially in the area of cognition. The first development was

sparked by the experimental and theoretical work of child psychologists--in

particular Benjamin Bloom of the University of Chicago, who held that at least

half of the !ndividual's intellectual potential is realized by age four. Bloom

writes: "Both types of data (utilized in his research) suggest that in terms

of intelligence measured at age 17, about 50% of the development takes place

between conception and age four, about 30% between ages four and eight, and

about 20% between eight and seventeen." (Bloom, 1964).
5
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The second majcr development was the widespread nati, concern, occasioned

pIimrily by the Civil Rights movement of the sixties- '.out equal educational

opportunity. Studies of the educational achievement ,e children outside the main-

stream. of American Society--i.e., blacks, Mexican Americans, Indians, the poor- -

revealed that such children consistently achieved at levels far below average.

Further research on comparable achierement revealed that minority and poor children

entered school without the language and cognitive skills common among more advan-

taged youth. This latter finding, coupled with Bloom's research on the intellectual

potential of the young child, spurred interest in early intervention in the

development process, culminating in the establishment of the Head Start Program

throughout the country.

As originally conceived, Head Start was directed at actualizing the intellectual

potential of the disadvantaged child by providing him improved nutrition and

health care, enrichment experienec,- and a formalized program of cognitive train-

ing--all of which, it was ass. , would equalize his early development with that

of his more advantaged peers.

Although most of the massive research conducted on the effects of Head Start

Programs throughout the country (e.g., Westinghouse, 1969) appeared to cast

doubts on the effectiveness of the program in meeting its stated goals, especially

insofar as increased cognitive achievement is concerned, Head Start and similar

programs for the disadvantaged marked the beginning of increased interest in the

young child. Parents of all socio-economic classes began to consider pre-primary

programs as a necessary option for their children, giving rise to a plethora of

programs directed at the young child. By 1972, Newsweek was able to report that

"about 40% of all 3 - 5 year-olds in the U. S. are enrolled in some kind of

pre-primary program. Altogether, some 5 million American youngsters under the

age of 6 are now receiving formal schooling--a figure not far below the nation's

college enrollment."6 During the past two years, this figure has no doubt

increased, clue, among other things, to the increase in women's participation

in the labor market.



The educatol profes on joined petents in their concern for the development of

the young child. In 1966, the National. Education Association passed a resolution

calling for the expan:ei 1 of tho univorsal public educetion system. The resolution

reads , in part"...the essociation recommends that opportunity for cooTensatory edu-

catLon bc.c1;in at age four for those children who, through economic or social depriva-

tion, may be seriously impeded in eheir progress through public schools, and con-

rsequently, -in their participation in a democratic society. "7 To this point, the

resolution followed sociological and educational thinking of the time. How

ever, in perhaps the first call Ly a major national organization to extend early

childhood prep:ems to other socio-economic classes, the resolution goes on to state

that "All chjldren should have the opportunity to go to school at public expense

beginning at the age of four."8 (Eupliusis added)

The NEA resolution received support in 1971 from the prestigious President's

Council on School Finance. Although the Council favored a conservative approach

to most areas of public education, it came out strongly in favor of early schooling.

In one of its basic recommendations to the state and federal government, the

Commission recommended that "the states, local school districts, and non-public

agencies continue to move toward the adoption of programs of Early Childhood

Education commencing at age 4 and that the federal government provide incentives.

for this purpose."9 The Commission's report further states, "We believe that the

federal government should encourage the development of Early Childhood Education

Programs for ell children..." (emphasis added.) ,1U

Thus, the Commission's report stands as the first call for federally-sponsored early

intervention programs for all of the nation's children.

Late in 1971, the State of California, long a loader in educational innovation

and change, became the firF:t state to incorporate the suggestions of the President's

Commission and the National Education Association, by submitting to the State
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Legislature a plan to extend public schooling to alL children ages three. and up. Al-

though hailed by many oductors and laymen as a sic,nificant educationel advancement,

the Calif.orn.; Ynlort o- spar Led off the first wi.despread criticisn:

of early schooling proro).s. The at:Lack, led by Moor3, Moon, and Moore, of the

Research Center, dc':.J.nded a careful reappraisal of the premises underlying

early education progr:),--3. Citing a body of research dating back to the early 30's,

the ;Gores m.irshalled an impressive array of evidence concerning the doubtful effects

of early schooling. The Task Force used these findings as a starting point for their

oun :.nalysis, the results of which are outlined in detail in the next section of

this paper.

Re!7carch

Eecause of the complexity of the issue at hand, and following from the changing

focin of research studies, the results reported in this section of the paper will

er.ploy the terminology discussed under Definitio7t, above. The Task Force's primary

efforts were directed at gathering information concerning the effects of early

entrance and early schooling. For further explanation of these terms the reader_

is directed to the Definitions Section.

E,'fc.cts of Eor1v Entrance:

As mentioned above, studies concerning the effects of early entrance into the

formal school program date back to the '30's, well before the near-universal accept-

ance of kindergartens. Thus, research focuses on children who entered first grade

before their sixth birthday. In analysing the results of such research, a few

points must be kept in mind. First, the nature of some primary programs, especially

for. Grade I through III, 1-;!s changed considerably over the past 30 yeas. Advances

in knowledge coacerning the learning process, the introduction of new teaching tech-

niques, and the. :Tread of educational technology have, in many school systems,
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worked to m...1-o early prImry school e-,Teriences much less formal and structured

in the 1,st. Send . childn of today differ in mJny ways from their

War 11 The genral rise in the nation's standard of living,

the increa 1-ebilitv of the population, and the spread of electronic media e.%po:,c.

m.ot chi] :Jrn to a widr range of opericnces thsn was previously possAble. Thus,

in many cay,:, children. today may ontor school with a wider repertoire of social

anJi intollf:ctual coTotencies than did their parents. While these two points may

.tc:.:.er the research findings of the past, however, the reader should also note that

dc,spite educe advances, much of the school programming in the early primary

tyrades still reEe:.Lbles thtf self-coat abed classroom and homogeneous teaching strate-

gis of the p:!st. In addition, although the experiential background of today's

children may be richer and more varied than in the past, developmental theorists

enJ experienters hold that maturation, especially in the area of cognitive develop-

cannot be hurried. Thus, developmentally at least, today's children may not

di-:fer significantly from children in other social eras.

With these points in mind, we will move to a discussion of research findings con-

early school entrance.

In formation concerning the effects of early entrance concern three areas: academic

achievement ef:ects, social/emotion.:11 adjustment, and physical effects. Each area

will be considered separately.

Effects of 1.::r1v Entrance on Academic Achievement:

Th,1 earliest research study devoted to the effects of early entrance on academic

achievcmeut retrieved by the Task Force was conducted by Birelow in 193. She

compared the achievement, through Grade. TV, of eighty-eight children who had enter-

ed ffrst grade before they were chronologically :AI: years of age with a group of

thrty-nine children who had entered. Grade I between chronological ages of six
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and six and four months. Ce:liparif,e:ln were ba:,:cd, on student scores on the Modern

AchieveLnt Test and on IQ mer4snl,:es derived from the Kuhlmann-Anderson

lntoiliT.cnLe .1e:;t1s. ma.jor i'indings were:

1. If a child is chronologically between six years old and six years and

four =ths old Lnd has an intelligence quotient (IQ) of 110 or over,

he is prac:tically certain to succeed in school.

2. If a child is below six years old chronologically and has an intelligence

quotient below 110, his chances of success are small.

3 A child less than six years old with an intelligence quotient of over 120

will probably succeed, but personality factors should also be considered."

Hazzlninen, in a research study conducted in 1952, concluded that significantly

more children who enterc'j school (in this case, kindergarten) at age four years,

nine months had difficulty in achievment and adjustment than did children who

..
entered at normal school starting age.

12King, in a well-known study of early en-

trance into the Oak Ridge, Tennessee Elementary Schools (1955) concluded:

1. "Younger entrants (i.e. , chronologically between five years and eight

ronths old and five yeqrs and eleven months old) will have difficulty

attaining up to grade levels in academic skills and a large proportion

of them may fall below grade level standards. Older entrants (i.e.,

chronologically six years old or older) are more likely to achieve up

to and beyond grade level standards.

2. A larger number of young entrants will have to repeat a grade.

3. here boys Chun girls will repeat a grade."
13
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King's fj:,.,th,ys on s:,x difforeni:Ls and acac:7.ic e.chlevont echo an earlier

by Pauley (1931) co:,jneLed in the Tulsa, Olahol::a public schools. Pauley found

that "boys 7.c ,re very con::istent to lower grades (than girls) even though

the (boy:,) were held bac two or three months. iHe pis() found that boys outnumbered

girls two to one in classes ter slow learners. He cites other research supporting

his content.ia that Lirl arc developmentally ready for schooling earlier than

boys.

his concluien: "Much of the reserch on sec differences indicates that girls

should be ac:mitted (to school) at lor:st three or more months younger than boys; or,

better, that the enterl_n;; age for boys be raised three or "lore months."15An article

published 1r; A:T:es end iLg (1963) rocor.-ends that "boys.. ,be fully five and one-

half be Core they start first grade. " 16

Forester (1955) concluded from a study of Montclair, New Jersey students, that the

child entering kindergarten must be five years old or older chronologically if he

is to have a happy and profitable school career-7.L7 He cites a 1926 study which con-

cluded that best chances of school succe:.s were for those children who were very

bright and older when they entered school.

Carter (1956) conducted a. longitudinal study of fifty overage and fifty underage

school entrants, comparing achievement over five years of school. lle concluded that

"the chronoloically older child appears to have advantage in academic achievement

over the younger child when given the same experience." 18

Boer (1958) studied the comparative achievement of early and late starters over

eleven years of schooling. He concluded that "as a group, overage children made

better school progress than did undoraged children. The overage, from Kinder-

garten through Grade X , made significantly hiT;her marks in subjects, significantly



higker scores co ilbievement tests in rending, arithmetic, and social studies,

were raced siglicantly hij.hev on persoual traits by teachers, and were significantly

more L:uccessful in m:iintaini:T, regular progression from grade to grade."19.1ner

noted th.:2t. "most unceraged children made average school progress...howev( should

be rembored that both overa-,;e and underage children studied here were -.Led

on the basis of Lltelligenc(average IQ of each group about 111) . Thus a better

than aver:Ige perf.or=ce m:;y legitimately be expected for either group on certain

of masures used." 20

The studies dealt wit;1 academic achievement in general; several other important

studie 10:-)k at one or more special areas of the primary curriculum, primarily

rending.

Keistel- (1941) studied the permanence of reading skills acquired by children

with m.:,.nLal ages below six years. The study reached three major conclusions:

1. "It is possible for children who enter Grade I before the age of six to make

normal progress in reading during the first year.

2. The skills attained by such underaged children lack permanence and tend to

disappear during the summer months between Grades I and II.

3. The loss between Grades I and II is not made up in succeeding years, and

these children tend to be permanently retarded to about the same degree

as they were at the beginning of Grade II."
21

Hampleman, in a study of the comparative reading achievements of early and late

school starters (1959) found that "those children who started to school at age

six years, four months or more, as a group are superior in reading achievement

at thQ. 1,:x(21 to their younger clw;EIToLc.s.
2

reported that "as a

result of this study...school administrators can advise parents that their
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children hove a censLderehly better chance for success in reading by starting

to school a few months later rather than a few months earlier."23

flalliwell and Stein etedied achievement in reading related and non-reading

related areas of early and late starters in Grades IV and V. They con-

cluded that " it is readily apparent from the data...t3 the older fourth-grade

pupils are eipeficantly superior to the younger fours. :ade pupils in the

reading areas and reading-related areas of spelling and language."24The study

also found that "the difference in arithmetic reasoning between the older and

voLelzer group::: shows skgnificant superiority for the older pupils...whereas the

difference in arithmetic fundamentls between the two groups shows no signifi-

cant superiority for either group v . In this latter finding, concerning achieve-

ment in arithmetic fundamentals,this study received some support from a later

study (1960) conducted by Ilika ccmparing the arithmetic achievement of early

and late starters. Ils.na found that, when compared at grade level, the late

entrants had higher mean arithmetic ages than the early entrants. However, when

compared by ai.:e (rather than grade level), every one of the 10 arithmetic age

comparisons used favored the early entrant boys and girls.- Ilika quotes from

an earlier study by Haines, "Academic advantages accruing from kindergarten ex-

periences are more pronounced in the areas of arithmetic than in reading. ,f27

The above studies seem to he unanimous in concluding that early entrance inhibits

or retards academic_ achievement, except perhaps in the area of arithmetic funda-

mentals. These adverse achievement affects appear to persist over time, even up

to Grade X. Given that the primary function of the school is instruction in the

academic skills needed for participation in the larger society, it would seem, on

the basis of the above evidence, that present early entrance policies are counter-

produutive. Ealliwell and Stein, in their study quoted above, concluded that

"(the findings) seem to warrant the conclusion that succumting to current pressures

21-1

for an earlier entrance date for first-grade pupils is extremely difficult to justiry..."
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Asid, from the ecedemic achiceellent ef:.ects of early entrance, ever, research

has pointed up other areas v,hich, while not the pri ry responsibility of the

school systte'i, eppeer to be affected by entrance F These areas are the social/

emotional development of the child, and, althoug jocumented, physical side-

effects.

femotionel i'.ffectri of K rly Entrance

Many of the studies on academic achievement cited above also found evidences of

sociallcvotioel el:fects of early entrance. Bigelow (1934) discussed the "mental

hygica-" effects of early entrance. She reports that " of the eighty-eight children

who entered school below the ego of six ycars, forty-three or 49Z were known by

teachers and principals to be maladjusted in some wry. Among the older group of

thirty-eine children who had entered between the ages of six years and six years and

,.four months, inclu,ive, there were seven cases of maladjustment (18Z) 1. 1291:kgelow
adds:

"Of course, it is true that the school is in no way responsible for unfortunate home

conditions or physical disabilities and that the same conditions may handicap the

child a year later. evertheless, to thrust such a child into a school situation

which is beyond him is to add greatly to his difficulties. This added burden may

bring about personality defects which he might otherwise escape. 1130

King's Oak Ridge, Tennessee study also treats personal and emotional adjustment of

early entrants. She noted a marked difference between early and late entrants.

The early entrance group had a great number of students with: 1) speech defects,

2) nervous indications, and 3) personal and social maladjustments.

She concluded "Younger entrants are likely to show more indications of poor personal

and social adjustment in school. 01

Baer, in his 1958 study, found that for all seven personality traits on which

students were rated by teachers annually, "overage students were rated significantly
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his,,hz!r tLe.n the linderage r,tudents. -!ne traits included "participation in group

activite" " tow:r ., d ,

Ames a',1d l lg, chrouc- their work at t, . Ces:;e1 1.nntituto of Child Develepent,

conelude chat. " A child strui,eling.to do the work of a grade he is not ready for

is not merely an unheppy child. He is often a child frustrated intellectually and

academically to f:he point that he never has a chance to express hi:' true abilities.

A child who is overplaced can come to hate school and feel himself a failure, very

early in the primary grades." 33

Klein end Breniman, in a study of mentally gifted children (mental age 7.0 before

first. of September of the entering 'year) who were allowed to enter school at a

chronoloically early age, found that "only one child, of the twenty-four who were

pertitted to enter early, progressed and achieved comfortably throughout her school

life." They concluded that "early admission is harmful to many children education-

ally, caocionally, and socially." Further, they found that "it appears that no ad-

vantages are gained by entering school early (except personal prestige) that waiting

a year would not provide better. However, disadvantages occur that may not have

shown up if more maturity was present. "''

inset and Spencer (1972) studied achievement and behavioral effects of systematic

reading instruction of a group of kindergarten children. They reported that

"dependency behavior, particularly toward the teacher, was exhibited significantly

more frequently in the school using systematic reading readiness training."36

In sur:eary, the research cited above seems to indicate that, in addition to possible

academic retardation, early entrance may cause, or contribute significantly to,

problems in emotional and social adjustment. The studies, conducted on various

tvpesi of children, over a long period of time, sn;7,eest that the early entrant is

far more likely than his older counterpart to be retained in one or more. early
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primary grades, if not retained, then will function at the lower levels of

the el: ?s. This experience of academic L-zilure may well be the cause of sociii and

proble tilrou2hout the student's school career.

PhvsicA T.:,:fects 0:7 1-1r1v Entrance:

The area in which adverre effects of early school:;.;.;. have been noted is

physical development, Althouh p.uch less research exists in this area than in

acader,c and soci!.:1 sud ei cotionA. effects, some studies point up possible physical

datin whch may result from early entrance into formal schooling.

Hilgartuer (1963) a Texas Opthalmologist, reviewed records for a span of over fifty

years. His conclusions were that the ratio of myopia (nearsightedness to farsighted-

ness) had increased over this ti. re span from 1:7 to 2:2; which change paralleled

the pattern of earlier and earlier school age entrance in TexasP Carter and McGinnis,

(1970), state that "the visual mechanism at 6 years of age is unstable and many child-

ren have difficulty in fixating at definite points and in keeping their place in

reading. Children at this age make many regressive movements and are inaccurate

in moving from one line of print to the next...some children who cannot adjust to

the difficulties of near-vision find reading so uncomfortable that they give up

u1.9trying to learn.

Ames (1967) remarks that "the five-and-one-half year old is more experimental visually

than be was six months earlier. His big problem, so far as reading goes, is that

he easily loses his visual orientation and thus may often reverse his letter:3.
39

(emphasis in text.)

Research on physioloLcal development is still in its infancy. However, Moore and

Moon., in rlicir pepor "Early Scho',1 for An? statc! thet "There Is research evi-

dence that the brain does not physically mature until the child is eight or ten.
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Studies on ccyfAition zilo reveal a readiness for sustaiued high cortical thought--

such abstract Lhinkinp. ns required in maths ides, reading, etc.--only after age

seven or ej:.ht."4L:,,n: (1968) points out that:. in some children, auditory discrimina-

tion and au,litory merory--both essential skills for reading mastery -are not well

developed until the age of nine."'

above t-.11dies show research evidence for only one of the potential harmful

physical side effects of early entrance--i.e., nearsightedness. Our present

level of knc:wled.,:.e concerning nouropsychological development is too limited to

be able to pinpoint with certainty positive or ne,c:ative effects of early schooling

in this developmental area. However, in view of the fact that the young child has

a structurally incomplete nervous system until he is at least eight to ten, the

possibility exists that early entrance into the formal school program may have ad-

verse affects in this area also.

This possibility, coupled with the demonstrated adverse effects of early entrance

in other area:;--i.e., academic achievement, social and emotional maturation-

should serve to caution parents and educators alike from advocating early school

entrance as standard practice.

CaseFi:

We have pointed out in the above sections that research evidence to date does not

support early entrance into the formal pre-primary school program for all children.

By inference we may also conclude, therefore, that early schooling, as defined

earlier in this paper, cannot be warranted for all children. Early scho-7.ing,

with its emphasis on structured, cognitive instruction, would appear to the Task

Force to contain nil of the potential ills attribnted to early entrance into first:

grade. That is, if children between the ages Of five and five years and eleven

17



monthL; have boon shown by research to have consiCI cognitive, emotional,

and physical difficulties in handling the academi ,oiremonts for reading and

arithmetic, it Lippears roawnable to conclude tht children youngor then five

years of age will experience similar or even more profound difficulties.

Because of the popularity of the early school concept, especially for special

groups of children, however, it will be necessary to examine this question in

more. detail.

Earl- Di,-o'.dv:!ntorred

We mentioned in en early section of this paper that the early childhood education

and early schoolinL movements in this country were sparked primarily by a concern

for the low acedemi c achievoments of various types of children labled "disodvan-

raged." Again, it will be necessary to break down the larger term-- "disadvantaged " --

more precisely as we discuss effects of early schooling, since the larger term has

cultural, raci;A. and economic implications which arc too broad for the purposes

of our discussion.

Culturally different will he used in this paper in preference to the more common

term "culturally deprived", since the latter term implies a cultural vacuum which

has been shown by sociologists and other researchers not to exist. Culturally

different , in the context of this paper, will be. used for children who are born

and ra,sed in a cultural milieu which differs in significant respects from that of

the dominant culture. Thus, children from families whose primary languae is other

than English, children reared in technologically backward communities, and children

whose primary values and religious orintations differ from that of Western European

culture may be considered culturally different.

Econcaliv dis':dvontoc:red will be used to describe those children from poverty

baet-' Eare, the primary difference between these children and their middle-
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class 1:eurs is ant:. of economis rather than cultul.. ,Iguage, etc.

A third ectegory of "disPqwlataed" covered in revs is the f*o,ranbieal.

isolte. Although ti:if.1 term, per se, has not been t,y used, iL servos to

describ:1 those who arc nci ther culturally er economical1,7 differ° +- from

the m4.:.:1.::-class child, who, throuch their n1;ice of reidence7 are pro-

ii -ti e -- to tho wide vnriety of enrichment eNr,:.-ricnces avrilehle

to c141),, connuniti

A. final ct,_!ory of 'disadvantaued" deserves a special section of this paper, since

it deal:1 with those children who have physical or mental handicaps which make them

develentally different from their peer group. The Task Force's decision to

considL17 ::uch children separately is based on the distinction between developmental

difference in children and differences which are a result of environment or back-

ground. Developmental differences, which affect only the individual, may require

a different educational treatment than differences which are the effect of the family

cr larger social system.

With these definitions in mind, we move to a discussion of the effects of early

schooling on various types of children.

Culturally Different. Although much early schooling and early childhood education

research focuses on programs designed for the "culturally deprived" (among other

types) there is very little research directed at cultural. , different children. As

mentioned above, the term "culturally deprived" assumes a cultural void on the

part of the child's family and/or community, which has been shown not to exist.

Sociological research has confirmed the existence not of a cultural void, but of

many different sub-cultures within the larger culture. Thus, urban ghetto children

are not culturally disadvantaged in that they have no home culture at all; instead

they may be considered "disadvantaged" because their home culture-and its language,
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valuo, curto--d.J.ffer:7; so radically from the cultural f lamework of middle-

class foericans. It Is the Intensity of this difference rather than the lack of

culturo which proHbi s many such children from achievine in a school environment

which is arocte.1 ar and reinforces the del9inant culture.

Early education proms which are built--as have many local Head Start Programs--

on the premise thst entering,ohild= have no,or at best an incomplete, cultural

frame::ork, will seek to rectify this presumed lack by bombarding the young student

with eioariences der.vad from the dominant culture.

This pre r,°:::: philosophy con lead to such e-4tremes as teaching "Three Blind :'`ice" to

children who have, in their own cultural framework, a very different reaction to

mice End rats than the average suburban middle-class child.

On the other hand, early childhood programs directed at the "culturally different"

child recognize explicitly the existence of the child's home culture and seek to

assist the child,in becoming secure in two or more cultural settings. Such programs,

where they exist, may be characterized more as "early enrichment" than "early educa-

tion" and generally attempt to heavily involve the parents. Alaska provides a

good e- ..ample of such early enrichment programs in many of the rural Head Start

Program::, where activities for young children heavily involve the community and

reinforce the traditional cultural set of the child's family, as well as provide

experienceo in the larger culture aimed at helping the child adjust to school. As

mentioned earlier, research on the specific effects of such "hi-cultural" early

enrichment programs has been limited. However, the popular success of various

village Eead Start Proams in Alaska, coupled with the demands of many Native

Corporations for increased attention to early childhood education ( see A Modest.

pc'pli!.;hr,d 7:-,(1: distributed by the Alaska State-Operated School System,

1973), suests that such programs may Lc of benefit to the culturally different

child in t;.:o ways. First, the erphasis on the home culture seeks to reinforce the
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chilc1 c: t i in c.,uL his hoy.c, his cer:.m.cty and hi7!..,elf, by hold.!,ng

U':) his u.:11 a thin:. o5 worth dignity. tecond , bv introducing the

yon; La by 1:.iddle-cls

childrer:, a foup,d;.tion is laid ul-:en which later school e:Teriences can build.

For reasons, :.he Task l'al-ce reconnoAs the continuation of early enrichment

experiul, for state's 'culturally different children, provided that such

progr;a-:;;

1. arc based no the child's home culture,

2, heavily invol.vo the fi:.1-11y and com,:unity,

3. do not intr:cduce systcm;:ic cognitive instruction as a formal part of the

prram, acid,

4. aro a response to a documented c,--unity request for such programs.

On the other hand, the Task Force warns against early childhood educatior programs

for the culturally different which,

1. impose a structured program of cognitive instruction, or

2. which lessen or degrade the impact of the home. culture on the developing

child.

dih.:1.vantacd. Head Start, in its national orientation, is directed

prinarily at intervening with the development of young children from economically

disndvanted backgrounds, although in. many local inst;nices, it extended its focus

to inclu:1 "culturally different" children. In dealing with the economically dis-

advantgod, Head Start and similar programs used a three.-pronged approach. First,

cwhasis was placed on upgrdin::; the general, health of the nation's poorer children

by provicanL; free Fc:dical dinc[31:3 and trerA:ment to enrolled students, and, in
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o::!e cases, Ll.e:c.r Secon,i, head Start programs cencerned th,_mselves with

the ;::,eneral :oi-ety and -clfare of the child by providing clothing, meals., and n?-42.e

environments, as Bell ; . ."!.miLed preut Lrairjn;: and eduction, especially in the

ore. of child -17aris.17, Cevelopm..nt. Third, lied StaIL programs sought to isLer-

vne directly with the conitive development of the economically disadvantaged

chi d both thrJuLh provi2:ini>him with "enrichmnt experiences" common to middle class

chilC.ren end Cough for7.alized re::(liness programs in reading and mathratics.

Start:so success in meting the first two of its objectives--i.e., the fosterin

of b,:tter Ic. i. and c:f the envronments avilable to young, deprived

heen littic ciucstiond. Even the programs severest critics concede

tine niequte health care, nutrition, e]othing, safe environments, etc. should bc

guarnLeed E.11 Cif the notion's youth. It is in its third oblectivei.e., raising

tho acodomic potential of the nation's poor throuh intervention in the cognitive

devel.)pment of young children--that IlLnd Start has aroused most criticism. Large

scale evaluations of the nr,.tionwide program, such as that conducted by ',.:cstinghouse

in 1i)691;2cast doubt:: on the program's effectiveness in raising the child's

potenL:ial. One reason advanced for these negative findings is that most

lie;.d Start Pro, rams measured their effectiveness on the basis of gains (or lack

thereof) in the intelligence quotients of their students. Where progrms did succeed

in raising the I.Q., subsequent follow-up of the students showed that such gains

were apparent:J.:: highly volatile, disappearing in the early primary grades.

hoover, as Ana and T.ig point out "IQ as such...is an especially poor clue to a

child's readiness for school entrance. Whatever the intelligence test meosures,

it Is only a small sort of the total personality."633chool success, suggests many

educational researchers end practitioners, depends as largely on a child's positive

feelins atout hum-;ea f ancJ his environment as it does on IQ.



Grotb (19A) ;::.its a p.i.ticm orojo:; for a '!o-oer per:Teetive:

"The problem of Th:edve.:o::-:ed child must go beyond impaired intellectu,d func-

tionioo: or cogn:itioy o::,ciali:oltion across the board. The acqllisition of cogoitive

compcLenee elone still ho:xe the child incapabic of functioning in society un-

less he acquires meivi,.tionel choracteristics and patterns. These include an in-

crea,-:eO oense of cotrol oven ono 's environ:ent, skills in working cooperativeiy

with c.ther,:., pattern:- of socjallv responsible behavior, and techcCques for non-

destructve resolu'on of perscral and interpersonal problems." 44

Putt in,; Head Fart-'s anporent failure to raise and maintain an increase in

the l:a of its otoden;o4, is thc.re other evieence that the progro. has contributed

to h4;:or academic :2chicvement on thR part of its graduotes? Apia, the answer

appears to be that is has not done so in any significant manner. The UestilOieuse

report cited above concluded that "Head Start Children, whether from summer or

from full year prooroms, still apoear to he considerably below national norms for

the standardized tests of lano,uaRe development and scholastic achievement, while

per[oroonce on school readiness at grade one approaches the national norm."45

Reflection en Grotberg's quote , cited above, raises the suspicion that the motiva-

tional chrorcteristics end patterns which he deems necessary to functioning in

society moy not be bet traniooittod by the school or other agency outside the home.

Thi s suspicion gains credence from research on the effects of parental involvement

in preschool prora, which found some positive correlation between the degree of

paental involvement in the prooram and the size and stability of the child's aua-

doic achievement gains. In fact, there is a growl ip body of research evidence

whioch -oolots out the superiori'ty of "home-centered" as opposed to ''school centered"

prooms for yo.en childron in turs of cognitive gains aid emotional effeets. Several

tL:oretj.cal rf,aaons ire given for this superiority of home-based instruction in

the e;Irly years. (Pc' reoon derives from developmental research on the role of



the fanTh', tartionlarly the Luth3r. Moore and Moore contend that "when a

child is tnken from hee for eLrly schooling, or remains at home without loving

care from smeone 11., trusts, montal and emotional problems may often be expected

which affect his icarnAng, motivation, and hehavior."46 The Moores go on to state

that It is (the) coml,.ox, rich; rewarding relationship with the mother in the

early years, varied in countless ways by relations with the father and with

siblings, that child psychiatrists and many others now believe to underlie the

developmenr: of elan:actor and mental health."47 The lack of such relationships

is termed hy ch ::volopmental!sts as "maternal deprivation" and can occur,

to a greater or r degree, from removing the child from the home environment

even for a sigril. _it portion of the day. Researchers in this area of child

development have concluded that the susceptibility of the child to maternal

deprivation diminishes slowly as the child ages, but that vulnerability between

three and five is still serious.

A second reason advanced in support of home-b over school-based early

education programs, particularly when such 'DI are focused on economically

disadvantaged children, is stated by Sigel (1')11) : "For me, it is important to

conceptualize not only the growth of the child, but the system within which he

is functioning, e.g. , to be aware of and to identify the ecological systematic

variables ranging from school room equipment. . . to the child's relationship

to his own mother. "48 Sigel points out the "need to conceptualize the family

as cne dynamic system interacting with the nursery school which is a second

dynamic system." He warns that these "two sets of behaviors (may be) interacting

19in a way which precludes the creation and maintenance of change. w

Basing early childhood education experience in the home, therefore, would seem

to be one way of minimizing the potential conflict for the child between the

two systems identified by Sigel.
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lack evi.clence !,pport thc colIclusion that eLily education or early

':i.11. have p:antive 17:7-aL on sLl-
c_?nt achiev,i the ro!.7carch evidence cited carlier .!!: to

efft.ct.; of early :choling in gcnoral, prevents the

r. Forcc ,rem reec. the col:tinuation o large-scale intervention. progx=

.c,.7 the St--:c.'s prclool chjldren. At. the '..;nme tie,

the Task reconH.:::: the ii:Tc.rcace of the improved child health and welfare

Cacted at p:orchildren. However, in light of

anc: the avowed educationa: chjective of the public school sycLe17.,

It Cec:s noL an:)car tau the school or other educational sytem would be the best

hicle for (.:::liveri:1,:.; such health aed welfare :.3ervices. Father, the Task Force

reca that a. Lvot s to ii.::rove th,,:.well-heing of economically dis-

aved children be cr-neled through the eNisting heolth and welfare service

aencies of the

If the Scat' oi have a compelling in;:erst in intervening in the cognitive

such chil(l.::cn, the Tnsk Force rccemends that such intervention be

Lent...red on the hone ancl fci.i1y , rather than in the scheol. or other outside agency.

ate:

The question of what effects geographic isolation may have on healthy child develop-

nt is ono of 1rticular importanc to Alaska. We have consistently alluded to

cho fact, throughout tMs paper, that: success in the public school system, as pro-

dopen(l in large port on the incoming child's familiority with

conzeptl,, v'gues, and irtifacts. Clearly, children raised in rural,

-i:.67ated nec f Chc, tcate do nec have acce to tho rcme. and tyres of erperi-

1 to non t urlAn Americs. Froblems of rur;:j i.::lolation received

atNntion in th;: Appalitcnin area of f:7'rica, where intervention negroes



based on the pheldly of t?rly educntion progrn ter cultuEialv and economically

disa*:anted receved much into...zest and nu,:;port in the 19601s. As: with

cult differ,:ic.cs, .'o Lieographio i.olatio-.1 in such progra was considered

as only one asper_ of the ecc,...eieall-./ 6-Trived child's proble. In a co:,:prehensive

ove.rvi.e-,q of rest:-,:ch conducted by the Z;orthwest Re;.,ional Educational Laboratory for

its r Cente'.'ed i:(;rk Unit of the. Rural Education Program, the authors state

that "In the arc:I preschool c.d1:cation Jr. rural environments, a review of the

50
llter,,-:tu;:e has 7::c::!.ced m:Iterial.- One of the few studiss of rural areas

;;Pd 1lanc:1969) the characteristics of culturally and ceonomi-

tally ;::;.a::.hian children as

1. desponduc;: " :bout tho future;

2. passivity, c:/nicism, defeatism, and open hostility, especially toward

school auLh::ity,

3. a poor self-image;

4. unclear von:Itional goals, inadequate motivation for learning about career

choices;

5. inability to adjust as needed for adequate personality development."
51

Before such a characterization is e::tended to all rural youth, however, it is im-

portant to note that Norman and Flanders studied culturally and economically de-

prived children who, perhaps incidently, resided in rural areas. Thus, it is

just ns likely then such characteristics are the result of 0-..ese deprivations as

the re:-Ailt of rural living in general.

52
The :;ortheast Educational Laboratory raper, which begins with the premise that

early thilThood educational e:.:periences are needed or beneficial for rural. children,

reenmehds that such prcri:,ram he home centered. The Task Force, however, doe:_ : not:

conclude on the basis of avaai:,.ble cvideacc that early childhood education programs
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Lenelit nli rural children. If it appears; in the best interests of the State

La nueopt to ,rovide anrin 7.:.ent experiences for children residing in rural areas,

;'...:,h Force rec,:=ende that such efforts be conducted within the fa mily unit

rather than in the school.

Suc'n :,trate7ic6 a; childI-cn.'s television progrnm
r

nd parent education materials

thrh correscadence stuc'.y or other ch:Innels would seem from the re-

rch to he eff:ective--and less eNpcnsive--tn in-school progrc4ms.

the t:! onal CIA :

ii,.7.1:1;_; 4 S 1974 session, tha Alasln; Lei:islature passed legislation lowering the

school entrance o:',e of exneptional children to age three, on a voluntary basis.

Undnl- the new lcislation, school districts 7-Eire required to provide special services

to preschool handicapped or e::ceptional children, based on :adequate diagnosis and

54
referrLl. Although guidelines for preschool programs have not yet been co::.pleted

by the Departmr.:nt of Education, it is anticipated by Departmental staff that pre-

school services far exceptional children will be largely home-based, targeting on

the family as well as the exceptional child. Where warranted, the school may be

required to provide special facilities; for example, to crippled or hard-of-hearing

pre school. children.

Research on the effects of early childhood education programs directed specifically

at exceptional children is lacking. However, experts in the area of special educa-

tion, as well as the medical profession, are unanimous in agreement that early diag-

nosi,-; and treatnt of handicapping conditions is beneficial. While there is some

difference of opinion among such experts as to the preferable ages for such diagnosis

and treatment, al.] seen to agree by age three most handicapping conditions nay be

dionosed with son:e accuracy.
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un epert ran.- a re: arch eviaco, therefore, the Task Force

wouhl _....commend conilnuation of early d-i.agnosis and treatment efforts on behalf

of phcally h;adieapped childien, provided that such treatmr:ni:

carric.d cut thraa:, the ho:',e/fa::Illy unit -Aerever vssi.o.l.e.. Again, however, the

Task Faicz warns aainst prorams for handicapped children which:

reeve the pesohocl ha.1dlcapped child from the home for a significant

period of the day, and

2. ..:rich intervene in the cc; nitivo developmentof the child through a struc-

tured pro., of academ.ic instruction.

The reco=enatien appliE:a only to children classified as exceptional by

reason of a physical or mental handicap. Ilcver, Alaska special education legisla-

tion, including the new section on preschool services, includes the gifted and

talented in its defnition of "exceptional".

The Task. Force choec to consider children who are acachically gifted or talent-

ed in other areas separately fromhandicapped children because the theory and expert

opinion supporting early childhood programs for handicapped cnildren do not necessar-

ily apply to the gifted and talented.

For e:.:aple, no coi-..pelling evidence could be found for early diagnosis of gifted-

ness and talent. Unlike physical and mental handicaps which may worsen if not

treated, giftedness and talent do not appear to need early reinforcement to perse-

vere. OD the contrary, research supports the conclusion that early schooling, even

for the academically able child, has adverse effects. In several of the research

studio cited above, one criterion for early admission was high I.Q. or mental age.

Yet, even these intellectually superior children fall behind academically. Klein

and Eenihan, in their study of early ackilif:sion based on advanced mental ago commented

that "suHl childr:2n w:lo arc selected to cuter school, early should be something
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L)1. V ;it L.1. time of admission, but. throu;lmut their livc2.

,iJ
should sche:)1 com17.unit,.- leaders. rowever their lom-dtudinal stud--

of ment:.:. (7i'Tted enten.:,1 obaoi early did not shcw that this

was the. !, In f.cf:, feveral of these cLI1Oren later dropped out of school,

and most e.:,erienced ::c al or eifotional probles of sor:.:! intensity. For this

reason, the TLIsk Force ]OOOIr2iiLiO that the cacogory Of "Academically Gifted" be

r,oved Liltf! dealin with pre-prary orams for exceptional child-

ren. St;ieg the ac..:Inic tralnin.6 cf a child, however bright, of an early nL7,e

has been dynstratc:: to he poteatially harmful, while there is no research evidence

Co Euppur L contenl.io:-, that c.jayi,:eT; formal irstruction until the age of six

or later re:,ults in e:cctional or emotional harm.

ro,:.oendati holds true for those children talented in other areas.

1.escarch on the effects of early training for talented children is non-existent.

frc :7. the point of view of total child development, it seems reasonable to

conclude thlt early csSph:;sis on specialized training may result in underdevelopr:ent

of other aro:1:7, of the teal personality. In addition, studies on the effects of

stress and tc..nion on the young child appear to argue against rigorous, formal

training at on early cc. The history of human genius abounds wit.h examples of

etic,Ilely talented perr;ens unable to cope with the demands of daily life. Until

this subject has received much more careful study, the Task Force recommends

arinst :including the talented preschool child under the new legislation.



11d on la; cnd thcory considui:ed by the Task Force

c.. cn :,greed en the foliewing general

1. .1:=1; cur ichr. ac shcw2 L: imboitant to all, types and classes of

61i:!ren. id ::velepnt of the child calls icr rich, stimulating

caviltc vith which the child can interact, without preasure or fear

of c.d Llurc. the very least, all children should be guaranteed en-

f;.scure their health, safety, and emotional hull belly.

Eecaue the ls the ecat:'al enviror=t for the developi cg child,

early enricLent offorts spGnsored by azencies apart from the home are

successful than enrichment efforts which center on the family.

Re:arch indicates that early enrlchment experiences are more beneficial

than structured interventi.on attempts for the child from birth to around

six years of age.

2. 1;eginning around age six, a more structured form of cognitive enrichment

appears to be b;.:1..ficial for most children. A lessening of child de-

ptInd,..tncy on tIle mother and home around this age suggests that such programs

could be conducted by the school, provided that the programs be planned

and ..1plemented with a firm view of the developmental needs of the child

enrolled. Re!,:edrch citing the adverse academic, emotional, and physical

effects of foi:r.al instruction suggests that early primary programs (i.e.,

for children six throull eight) focus more on academic readiness skills

than on the mechanics of reading, writing, and arithmetic.

3. Evidence proffircd by developmental psychologists and medical experts

sut that roc,t children are developmentally prpared for formal cog-
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instrucH.Gu beg.jnilinE!, around n(>1: Fr this aze, most child-

1c.1 have at i-..11 the auditof:y, nd neurwp;:ychologel sophis-

tieLLion u:' to mter readin and tc begin more abs tract: reasoning.



Foliejen; f. Iee :- :eeuelene cited above, the Task Force makes the

folIceeing rece7.:eerdations concerning ku S youeg children:

1 If the State or its e7encie ;=. have a compelling interest: in intervening

in the developmentol'progress of young children, such intervention should

be channeled throu7h the home/ferAly unit of the child, at least until he

is six yonrs of age . In most ce,ses, such intervention should take the

or of providing cr opening ep community resources such as parks, lib-

1.aries, ce2z7eral anei historical resources-ev!lich the ehild and his fonily

nay use on a. volunteev basis. Parental edecetion and guidance services,

limited television and radio prorams directed at the young child, etc..,

are strateies which may be userni in providing expanded and Oiriched

experience:: for the young child. In special cases, whore the:home en-

vironment is patently unable to provide the health, safety, and emotional

support to the yonng child, the. State may intervene in a more concentrated

manner. Delivery systems for the provision of child health and welfare

service=: presently exist; it is recommended, however, that such services

be delivered in a coordinated :7.enner which treats not only the child, but

also his pri::ary environment--the home. For children with significant

physical or mental in-:edicaps, the State through its expanded special edu-

cation legislation provides for the delivery of special diagnostic and

therapeutic services to children from age three. Again, such services

should be delivered through the family and home. However, the Task Force

recommends that talented and academically gifted childrrn be removed from

the legislation concerning preschool programs for exceptional children.

2. Existing primary school prcgm:ams should be reexamined in light of the
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developmen-1 and medical research cit., :1 the body of this paper.

If rlost chilren arc OL!,:clopmentni3y unready for formal academic instruc-

tion until th age of e Lyu or later, then schols should be encouraed to

restructure their early primary progr=rs to lessen the present emphasi:, on

ren,2ing and uriting ia the early grades. Research suggests , and the

Task jiorce recomr.lends, that the first twu years of primary school be used

to provide acemic rAiness activities rather than formal academic

intruction. any models for such early prill:ary programs exist and are

succesfully threu;;:lout the country. The State may either require

by regulation chat early p:,imary prorams throughout Alaska be restructured

or provide incentive grants to districts which wish to restructure their

programs. In either e7ont, it would appear that the State has the responsi-

bility of informing educators and parents of the dangers inherent in early

formal schooling.

3. The Task Force recommends that formal , c,.:iitive instruction for Alaska

youth begin during the third year of primary school or around age eight.

While much evidence was found in research to suggest that formal instruc-

tion before age eight may have adverse effects, no evidence was found

to snggest that delaying formal instruction until after that age would

retard the eventual achievement of young children.
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